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For democracy to work, people have to talk. For it to work well, we need to
talk well. Or, in other words, a basic principle of democracy is that the

ability of the general public to make appropriate decisions depends to a large
degree on the quality of public discourse. The more that the public has the
ability to argue together about issues of common concern, the more that the
polis approaches the goal that political theorists have called “deliberative
democracy.” James Bohman has defined this goal: “In democratic deliberation,
citizens address one another with their public reasons in the give and take of
free and open dialogue.”1 The goal of this discourse is not simply to impose
one’s will on others, nor to induce them (through bargaining or threats) to
support one’s policies, but to engage in a discourse “in which citizens and their
representatives, going beyond mere self-interest and limited points of view,
reflect on the general interest or on their common good.”2 This is not some
positivist project, in which citizens reflect on what is, epistemologically and
ontologically, obviously the true common good, but neither is it one in which
people argue for what would serve their own narrow self-interest; it is one in
which they argue about what they perceive the common good to be. This is the
realm of rhetoric; it is neither positivism nor instrumental rationality.

There is a dilemma, however, and that dilemma is the topic of this article.
On the one hand, restrictions regarding “reasonable” behavior have often
acted (in consequence, if not intention) to exclude already marginalized
groups. On the other hand, there must be some kind of restriction regarding
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violence, threats, and coercion, or this is no longer deliberation. Can we
develop a critical rhetoric that articulates standards for good public discourse
that does not exclude the already excluded?

That is, restricting public discourse to something often called “objective”—
unemotional, materialist, quantifiable—serves to rationalize (in several senses
of the word) the disenfranchisement of the already disenfranchised. Linda
Alcoff points out the serious political consequences of this view of ideal dis-
course: “The tyranny of this subject-less, value-less conception of objectivity
has had the effect of authorizing those scientific voices that have universalist
pretensions and disauthorizing personalized voices that argue with emotion,
passion, and open political commitment.”3

Thus, the very kind of rhetoric most likely to effect social change by or on
behalf of the oppressed is a priori dismissed, albeit on ostensibly “formal”
grounds. It appears, in other words, that there is a dilemma between the goal
of inclusion and the need for rules.

Rather than try to resolve this dilemma, I will simply point toward how it
might be solved: through a renewed interest on the part of rhetoric teachers,
theorists, and critics in the topic of demagoguery...
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Rather than abandon the goal of defining and criticizing demagoguery, I 
will propose that we strive for a definition that does not preclude populist 
social movement rhetoric. My suggestion is that such a definition will look 
something like the following: demagoguery is polarizing propaganda that 
motivates members of an ingroup to hate and scapegoat some outgroup(s), 
largely by promising certainty, stability, and what Erich Fromm famously 
called “an escape from freedom.”14 I will suggest that some definition along 
these lines enables rhetorical theorists to be critical, and rhetoric to be nor-
mative, but without condemning all activist rhetoric....

Demagogues polarize a complicated (and often frightening) situation by
presenting only two options: their policy, and some obviously stupid, imprac-
tical, or shameful one. They almost always insist that “those who are not with
us are against us” so that the polarized policy situation also becomes a polar-
ized identity situation. This is not to say that they create the perception of a
polarized situation—the notion of an embattled and victimized Germany
against all others predated Hitler, both Stalin and McCarthy pandered to
rather than invented the sense of a world divided into capitalists versus
Communists, and Bilbo’s sense of a pure and besieged white race was embod-
ied in many state laws. Demagogues may try to intensify the sense of polariza-
tion, or shift it slightly (as when Nazi rhetoric shifted the issue from Germans
to Aryans), but, primarily, they simply use a preexisting perception.

Connected to their polarization is reliance on ingroup and outgroup think-
ing. That is, demagogues rely on a common way for people to view the world:
there are some people whom we think of as “like us” in some important
regard, and others who are very different from us in some equally important
regard. While this can be a fairly harmless tendency, social psychologists have
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described how this kind of thinking contributes to stereotyping and racism.15

Alexander Tsesis says that such (generally racist) categories serve to “reduce an
entire segment of the population into profligate, pernicious, and dastardly
subhumans, quite different from ingroup members. They bolster bigots’ ego-
tism, making them seem a little more perfect in their own eyes, a little closer
to the image of God.”16 This ingroup/outgroup thinking enables members of
the ingroup to take the moral high ground, because they see themselves as
closer to God; it is therefore ironic that this kind of thinking also results in
holding members of the ingroup to lower standards than the outgroup, often
rationalizing the bad behavior of ingroup members or dismissing it as an
exception.

Our views of people like us (the ingroup) are nuanced and complicated,
whereas we define the outgroup by one or two salient and generally negative
features that we insist epitomize the entire group.17 If a person has any quality
that we associate with the outgroup, we attribute the negative salient features
to them. So, for instance, since Trotskyites were opposed to Stalin’s policies,
and so were Kulaks, Stalin could tar the Kulaks with the brush of Trotskyite;
McCarthy could accuse anyone in favor of due process of being Communist;
bin Laden calls all critics members of the “Zionist-Crusader” alliance.

In demagoguery, there is a tendency to unify the ingroup as well, often in a
series of equations. Burke described this process in regard to Hitler:

In sum: Hitler’s inner voice equals leader-people identification, equals unity,

equals Reich, equals the mecca of Munich, equals plow, equals sword, equals

work, equals war, equals army as midrib, equals responsibility (the personal

responsibility of the absolute ruler), equals sacrifice, equals the theory of

“German democracy” (the free popular choice of the leader, who then accepts

the responsibility, and demands absolute obedience in exchange for his sacri-

fice), equals love (with the masses as feminine), equals idealism, equals obedi-

ence to nature, equals race, nation.18

Rhetoricians, following Burke, describe this same process as identification
and division. Burke claims that consubstantiation considerably complicates
identification and division, by enabling divided groups to identify momentar-
ily. An important goal of the demagogue is to prevent exactly that complica-
tion: to keep identification strictly within the ingroup, and to ensure no sense
of consubstantiation with the outgroup. This is achieved through fostering
hatred of the outgroup: “Men who can unite on nothing else can unite on the
basis of a foe shared by all.”19

In demagoguery, outgroups are hated in various ways and for various rea-
sons. They are inferior in whatever qualities the demagogue privileges (honesty,
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morality, Aryanism) while being, if not superior, then at least potentially more
powerful than the ingroup (better organized, sneakier, richer). They are dan-
gerous because of that power, and often because they are morally and physically
infectious, sometimes in extremely vague ways. Burke discusses this slippage in
materiality at length in regard to Hitler and syphilis (which wavers between a
physical and moral infection caused by the Jews). For Bilbo, it is not clear
whether miscegenation is a cause or consequence of some unspecified kind of
infection, but the language of disease runs throughout his book.

For most demagogues, the polarization of “those who are not with us are
against us” means that membership in the outgroup is defined simply by not
being in the ingroup, and this latter membership is demonstrated by unthink-
ing loyalty to the policies of the demagogue. Thus, for Hitler, as Burke pointed
out, all opposition to him collapses into Jewification. Some demagogues have
multiple outgroups, but the distinction among them can sometimes waver, as
there is generally the implication (if not assertion) that the outgroups are
working toward a common end. Bilbo, for instance, seems to distinguish
between Northerners and nonwhites at moments, but at other moments treats
them as equally infectious, and attributes to both the goal of destruction of
Southern white manhood.

One of the most powerful (and destructive) ways that the demagogue
rouses hatred of the outgroup(s) is through scapegoating. Scapegoating has
been usefully defined as “denial through projection.”20 Tsesis has said, “A racist
society may actually promote bigotry in order to unite ingroup members and
distract them from real political and economic problems by sacrificing a his-
torical scapegoat. Intragroup conflict is diffused by focusing anger on a com-
mon target.”21 Individuals (or communities) can deny responsibility for a
situation by projecting that responsibility onto some outgroup. This is an
attractive way of seeing a situation both when the causes are complicated (and
there is no clear villain) as well as when the community does not want to hold
responsible the individual or group who caused the situation:

The scapegoat bears the blame, while the scapegoaters feel a sense of righteous-

ness and increased unity. The social problem may be real or imaginary, the

grievances legitimate or illegitimate, and members of the targeted group may be

wholly innocent or partly culpable. What matters is that the scapegoats are

wrongfully stereotyped as all sharing the same negative trait, or are singled out

for blame while other major culprits are let off the hook.22

Burke discusses Hitler’s use of this strategy at length. In listing Hitler’s uni-
fication strategies, he describes the Projection device: the “curative” process that
comes with the ability to hand over one’s ills to a scapegoat, thereby getting
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purification by dissociation. This device was especially medicinal, since the
sense of frustration leads to a self-questioning. Hence if one can hand over his
infirmities to a vessel, or “cause,” outside the self, one can battle an external
enemy instead of battling an enemy within.23

The causes of Germany’s postwar economic situation were complicated, and
at least partly involved its having lost World War I. Any explanation of either
the economic situation or military loss that involved Germany itself being
responsible would be extremely unpopular; any explanation that called for sig-
nificant institutional change would be complicated. With the narrative of the
“stab in the back” and a Jewish conspiracy, Hitler could provide a simple and
popular explanation for both that enabled Germans to avoid responsibility.

Demagogues sometimes pick outgroups against whom there are legitimate
grievances, but then attribute all ills to that group. When McCarthy was active,
there were Soviet spies working to undermine the United States, but they were
not responsible for setbacks in the Korean War. The United States was plotting
against the Soviet Union, but the people Stalin purged were not part of that
plot. Osama bin Laden’s list of grievances against the United States mixes legit-
imate grievances and scapegoating, and the Bush administration’s rhetoric
about Saddam Hussein interspersed crimes for which Hussein was responsible
with scapegoating for the World Trade Center attack.

The scapegoating of an outgroup means that the solution to the compli-
cated problem is the removal of that group (or the individual who is supposed
to lead that group). This is one of the major attractions of demagoguery (for
both the rhetor and audience) and explains why it is effective: it takes a
tremendously complicated situation, about which people are very anxious,
and makes them feel better by presenting a simple solution that anyone can
grasp: elimination of the outgroup and promotion of the ingroup. As Fromm
said about Nazism, people who feel helpless and insecure are “ready to submit
to new authorities which offer . . . security and relief from doubt.”24 That relief
is exactly what demagogues offer.

Complicated situations—and all policy situations are complicated—pre-
sent people with choices about which certainty is impossible. One is faced with
what Hannah Arendt described as a kind of existential leap into politics; the
need to make a decision with imperfect information means that one will make
mistakes. Public argument, she insists, is a risk because we cannot know the
outcome of our decisions.25 This situation leads to what she calls “the predica-
ment of irreversibility—of being unable to undo what one has done though
one did not, and could not, have known what he was doing”26

The human possibility of making a decision always involves the equally
human possibility of making a mistake—it is the opportunity and responsi-
bility of freedom. That possibility is, as Fromm argued, so frightening for
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many people that they look for a way to escape freedom itself. A leader who 
demands commitment, conformity, and loyalty—especially if that loyalty is 
described as unthinking—enables people to do so. There is a quip sometimes 
attributed to H. L. Mencken that “for every  complex situation, there is a sim-
ple solution, and it’s wrong.” For people who desire to escape from freedom, 
the rightness or wrongness of the solution is irrelevant (they may even say that 
to take time to try to determine the rightness or wrongness of the potential 
policies is to aid the enemy): what matters is to do things whose major func-
tion is to demonstrate loyalty to the threatened ingroup. A leader (especially 
one who can present himself or herself as personifying that ingroup) who tells 
people that they can stop thinking and simply act (and act simply) as s/he dic-
tates frees people of responsibility while seeming to fill their need to see some-
thing done....
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The third possible route is that indicated by van Eemeren and 
Grotendoorst. Their basic assumption is that argumentation is discourse ori-
ented toward resolving a dispute, and there are certain rules inherent in such 
behavior. As they say, “In our approach, committing a fallacy is not automati-
cally considered to be tantamount to unethical conduct: It is wrong in the 
sense that it frustrates efforts to arrive at the resolution of a dispute.”40 They 
set out ten rules of discourse—basically, obligations that must be carried by 
both parties if the disagreement is to be productive—and describe the fallac-
ies related to each rule. A thorough discussion of each of the rules and the 
related fallacies would be too time-consuming here, but I do want to indicate 
the richness of this approach.

The first rule is “Parties must not prevent each other from advancing stand-
points or casting doubt on standpoints.”41 Various strategies that attempt to
do this—threatening harm, engaging in personal attack, trying to discredit the
interlocutor—are fallacious because they try to prevent the disagreement from
happening at all, thereby precluding its being resolved. The second rule—
interlocutors are obligated to defend their standpoints—is violated if they try
to evade or shift the burden of proof, such as by “presenting the stand-point
as self-evident” or “formulating a standpoint in a nonfalsifiable way.”42 This
latter move involves what van Eemeren and Grotendoorst call “hermetic”
wording, such as “Frenchmen are essentially intolerant” or “Women are, by
nature, possessive.”43 Because one appears to be talking about some “essence,”
an infinite number of counter-examples does not disprove the assertion; in
fact, it cannot be disproved under any circumstances. This fallacy is important
in demagogic discourse, as demagogues appeal to essential notions of races,



nationalities, genders, religions, and political systems, worded in exactly the
way that van Eemeren and Grootendorst describe. Because they are appealing
to a socially constructed image of the race, nationality, and so on, any actual
counter-examples can be dismissed.

Just as interlocutors must defend the standpoint they really present, so they
must attack the standpoint really presented by their opponent, and that is the
third rule. Misattributing an argument (such as accusing someone of being on
the side of terrorists for disagreeing with the United States), or distorting an
argument (such as presenting the weakest version) constitutes violations of this
rule. The fifth rule (interlocutors must accurately represent the unexpressed
premises of themselves and the others) and sixth rule (both parties must accu-
rately represent the accepted starting point) are similar in effect: all three of
these rules imply a contractual view of argumentation.44 That is, one of the
paradoxes of argument to which various theorists have pointed is that produc-
tive argumentation depends upon disagreement and agreement. The parties
must agree just what is at issue, and they must fairly represent their own argu-
ments as well as the opposition’s arguments, while they take responsibility for
their premises. These rules are almost always violated by demagogues, who
misrepresent the opposition and often misrepresent the stasis of the argument:
McCarthy tried to shift criticism of him into attacks on Christianity; Stalin mis-
represented resistance to his policies as anticommunism.

The fourth rule is that interlocutors must defend their standpoints with rel-
evant forms of argumentation. If they do not, then, “in effect, the argumenta-
tion supports a standpoint that is quite different from the one about which the
opinions differ.”45 This is the point at which van Eemeren and Grotendoorst
discuss pathos appeals, which they do not reject out of hand. Such appeals,
they say, are fallacious if “the purpose of exploiting the audience’s emotions is
to play on prejudices of the audience that are not directly relevant to the stand-
point being defended.”46 Similarly, they do not reject all arguments from
ethos, but do point out that any such arguments that substitute the expertise
of the rhetor for arguments are no longer disagreements oriented toward res-
olution. If people decide to rely on the expert, “we do have to realize that a real
resolution of the dispute is then precluded: We let the experts ‘settle’ it.”47 This
is an important point for thinking more productively about the distinction
between demagoguery and legitimate social movement rhetoric in that it does
not forbid all emotional appeals. That is, Hitler’s rabid anti-Semitic rhetoric
was fallacious not because it was rabid, although it was, but because it was
irrelevant.

The seventh rule (“A party may not regard a standpoint as conclusively
defended if the defense does not take place by means of an appropriate argu-
mentation scheme that is correctly applied”) and eighth rule (“a party may
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only use arguments that are logically valid or capable of being validated by
making explicit one or more unexpressed premises”) concern the interlocu-
tors’ need to reach mutual agreement as to when the argument is concluded.48

The eighth rule, for instance, precludes an interlocutor saying s/he has reasons
or evidence that the other party must accept, but that s/he will not or cannot
present, while the seventh forbids one person declaring the argument conclu-
sively defended.

This is important for the ninth rule, which is that people must change their
minds if they fail to defend a standpoint or if the other people succeed in
defending theirs.49 That is, there must really be something at stake in the
process of argumentation. If people will hold their positions regardless of
whether their evidence and reasoning turn out to be false, then it is not a topic
for argumentation. It is, instead, a logically closed system. This, too, is impor-
tant for considering demagoguery, as demagogues almost always present
exactly such a system, and it’s likely that that is one of the attractions: they
promise their followers certainty. This certainty is not the same as accuracy,
however; it results from their offering an ideology that is impervious to argu-
mentation (not because it is true, but because it is formulated in such a way
that it cannot be disproven).

The last rule forbids what has sometimes been called “mystagoguery”—
that is, the attempt to triumph in discourse through being so unclear that no
one can disprove the mystagogue’s argument.50 Like many of the other
requirements, this one serves to ensure that the issue can be resolved discur-
sively. If interlocutors are incomprehensible, then it becomes difficult (if not
impossible) to determine what schemes of argumentation would be relevant
support; this can be another way of making one’s statements hermetic.

As I said, it is impossible to go into each rule in detail, but I hope that this
brief discussion is enough to show that this is a method of distinguishing fal-
lacious from legitimate argumentation that does not land one in appeals to
foundational epistemology or an acceptance of all argument. Nor do these
ways of thinking about the legitimacy of an argument demonize emotional-
ism, populism, or anti-intellectualism, the problematic aspects of traditional
definitions of demagoguery. On the contrary, it is my conviction that dema-
goguery can be unemotional, elite, and intellectual, as in the cases of Joseph
Stalin or John Calhoun (especially his speeches on the “gag rule”).

There are, however, problems with my definition. One potential weakness
of this project as I’ve laid it out is that, like most other writers on dema-
goguery, I have discussed it as something done by individual demagogues, and
this approach simply follows usage going at least as far back as Thucydides.
But, it is quite possible to have demagoguery without demagogues because
demagogues rarely create new perceptions as much as pander to and inflame
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existing and pervasive hatred of certain groups. As Ian Kershaw says, “Much of
the pot-pourri of ideas that went to make up Nazi ideology—an amalgam of
prejudices, phobias, and utopian social expectations rather than a coherent set
of intellectual propositions—was to be found in different forms and intensi-
ties before the First World War, and later in the programmes and manifestos
of fascist parties of many European countries.”51 As Tsesis says, “The road to
persecution is paved by communications confirming to prejudiced individu-
als that outgroup members are subordinate and unworthy of equal treatment.
The cognitive foundations of bigotry are found in cultural discourse.”52

The culture of hatred and fear preexists, and the demagogue uses them; like
any other ideology, that culture can be fostered and confirmed by people with
an agenda no more complicated than making a profit by getting more readers
or viewers. The Oratory of Southern Demagogues suggests that several such
rhetors were not especially racist in private life, that they simply saw race-bait-
ing as a powerful political tool. Barry Glassner, in Culture of Fear, does not
argue that the media engage in fear-mongering about road rage, killer moms,
or hip-hop artists out of any sophisticated philosophy or coherent political
agenda; such alarmism is profitable. Demagoguery, in other words, is not nec-
essarily part of an intentional political agenda, but can result from the ten-
dency that the media have to reinforce stereotypes about various outgroups.
Hence, we should consider thinking about demagoguery not simply as some-
thing done by individual demagogues, but as an ideological and discursive
practice that may dominate a culture.

Perhaps the most obvious problem with my definition, and the one that
several of my students have criticized, is its focus on discourse—on dema-
goguery as a rhetorical rather than policy issue—and they have an excellent
argument. I raised the issue of demagoguery as necessarily following from the
project of deliberative democracy, which itself is struggling with the question
of the relation of discourse and institutional structure. Advocates of delibera-
tive democracy ponder whether an egalitarian, inclusive, and critical discourse
can take place in political situations of inequality, exclusion, and conformity.
Will striving for such a discourse improve the political situation, or is it effec-
tively precluded? Must the political change happen before the discourse?

The assumption behind my definition, and possibly even behind the pro-
ject of a critical rhetoric, is that policy depends upon rhetoric, but the exact
relationship is unclear. Certainly, a demagogue’s success depends upon more
than just effective rhetoric. As Kershaw says, “Without the changed conditions,
the product of a lost war, revolution, and a pervasive sense of national humil-
iation, Hitler would have remained a nobody. . . . Another time, another place,
and the message would have been ineffective, absurd even.”53 In addition,
Hitler succeeded because he received important support of various kinds from
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politically powerful supporters (not the least of which was the lenient sentence
at his second trial): “Hitler would have remained a political nonentity without
the patronage and support he obtained from influential circles in Bavaria.”54

The assistance of the FBI was crucial for McCarthy’s success; it is hard to imag-
ine that Stalin would have done as well as he did without the purges; and
Bilbo’s reelections would not have happened without the disenfranchisement
of nonwhite voters, which itself depended upon various forms of violence and
intimidation.

It would be a mistake, however, to dismiss their rhetoric as an incidental
characteristic completely subsumed to policies. Certainly the effectiveness of
Hitler’s rhetoric was contingent on the context, but it was effective rhetoric.
The newspaper correspondent William L. Shirer described the extraordinary
power of the Nuremburg Rally: “At Nuremburg I grasped for the first time that
it was Hitler’s eloquence, his astonishing ability to move a German audience
by speech, that more than anything else had swept him from oblivion to
power.”55 In Mein Kampf, Hitler discusses the importance of rhetoric, but he
also describes the effectiveness of physical intimidation—such as provoking
hecklers whom his goons could assault. The demagogue’s effectiveness is
somehow facilitated by such actions, and also by the kinds of policies they tend
to enact. As Luthin said, demagogues always attack the press and try to control
educational systems (firing scholars and teachers who criticize them and cut-
ting funding to institutions that serve as forums for dissent).56 One might note
other constants in demagogues’ policies: they shift the focus of education from
critical thinking and reasoning to inculcation of respect for authority and
nationalism; they pass laws that demand respect for symbols, criminalize dis-
sent, decriminalize vigilantism, and suspend or revoke civil rights (especially
regarding due process). Obviously, policy and rhetoric are somehow con-
nected. It is my hope that a functional definition of demagoguery might facil-
itate investigation of just what that connection is. That is, the hypothesis that
oppressive and repressive policies are connected to demagogic discourse is
something that can be tested through research.

There are a variety of questions that might be part of that research project.
For instance, there is the issue of what specific characteristics demagogic
rhetoric has, and whether it changes for different political agendas.
Reactionary demagogues posit a time when identities and roles were stable
and when there was perfect agreement. This Edenic stability was destroyed by
the outgroup (so, for instance, proslavery demagoguery asserts that slave cul-
ture was stable and slaves were happy till abolitionists started pamphleteer-
ing). What about demagogues arguing for major social and institutional
change? Do they avoid this fictitious nostalgia entirely, or substitute some-
thing else?
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My students always point out that my basic assumption is that dema-
goguery is necessarily harmful, and this is an interesting question as well. Is it
always harmful? Are there good kinds of demagoguery? Is it only harmful if
the demagogue is powerful enough to effect policy changes? Does humor
change the consequences of the demagoguery?

As is obvious from these questions, I am not claiming to have settled the
dilemma of rules and inclusion, nor even to have conclusively demonstrated
what demagoguery is, let alone what should be done about it. My intention is
to raise interest in the research project and revivify scholarship on dema-
goguery. Burke, in “The Rhetoric of Hitler’s ‘Battle,’” explains the significance
of this kind of scholarship:

Here is the testament of a man who swung a great people into his wake. Let us

watch it carefully; and let us watch it, not merely to discover some grounds for

prophesying what political move is to follow Munich, and what move to follow

that move, etc.; let us try also to discover what kind of “medicine” this medicine-

man has concocted, that we may know, with greater accuracy, exactly what to

guard against, if we are to forestall the concocting of similar medicine in

America.57

I can’t say it any better myself.
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